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The Rozsa Center for the Performing Arts presents

Samantha Ege

In Concert

7:30 p.m., Thursday, September 29, 2022

Rozsa Center for the Performing Arts

Run Time: TBD
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Homage:
Women Composers & the Black Renaissance

Zenobia Powell Perry
Homage

Robert Nathaniel Dett
Enchantment
I. Incantation
II. Song of the Shrine
III. Dance of Desire

Betty Jackson King
Four Seasonal Sketches
I. Spring Intermezzo
II. Summer Interlude
III. Autumn Dance
IV. Winter Holiday
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Samuel Coleridge Taylor
Moorish Dance, Op. 55

Nora Holt
Negro Dance

Intermission

Florence Price
Fantasie Nègre No. 2 in G minor

Margaret Bonds
Spiritual Suite
I. The Valley of the Bones
II. The Bells
III. Troubled Water

Florence Price
Fantasie Nègre No. 1 in E minor

About Samantha Ege:
Photos and Recording is Prohibited
Dr. Samantha Ege is an award-winning researcher, internationally recognized concert pianist, and renowned public speaker. She belongs to a new generation of practitioners who are redefining classical music and illuminating the diversity of its past, present, and future.
View the Digital Program
for photos and information about this event, the Rozsa, and our supporters!
bite.ly/rozsaprograms
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